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 After the series is over it might go on Netflix, or release on any other streaming platform. It might also premiere first on
Netflix in India and then elsewhere. Breaking Bad is a cult TV series created by AMC. It was a dark and depressing series about
a chemistry teacher named Walter White who discovers he has a terminal illness, but decides to cook meth to sustain his family
after losing his insurance, and subsequently be at peace with himself. Some of the meth scenes and blood bath make the series
as one of the most gruesome series ever made. The lead character, Walter White, was portrayed by Bryan Cranston. Key cast

and characters Bryan Cranston as Walter White Aaron Paul as Jesse Pinkman Anna Gunn as Skylar White Dean Norris as Hank
Schrader R.J. Mitte as Todd Alquist Michael McKean as Gus Fring John Goodman as Hank “Nemo” Peña Breaking Bad:
Synopsis Walter White is a chemistry teacher and high school principal who starts to make a huge amount of money from

cooking and selling methamphetamine. But this also starts to corrupt his life. Episode 1 – School’s out for good On the bus,
Walter sees an opportunity to make some money selling meth to a drug dealer and his girlfriend at school. Episode 2 – The

Invisible Friend Beth’s son is in Walter’s class, but his parents do not know that he is a drug dealer. Episode 3 – The Kitchen
Cousins Beth and Todd seem to accept the fact that they will never have a child, but they both have a secret crush on Walter.
Episode 4 – Bad Debt Walter is asked to protect a woman from a violent husband, but he is terrified of violence, so he keeps

her safe, but soon realizes that his protection work is the start of something bigger. Episode 5 – Box Cutter Skylar, a 15-year-old
girl, threatens to kill herself. But Walter figures out a way to convince her to not do it. Episode 6 – Down You Go Walter loses
his job, and his social life after he is accused of killing a man with a box cutter. Episode 7 – God’s Hand Hank and Todd decide

to break into a house to steal some money to pay back a 520fdb1ae7
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